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Simplifying healthcare with connected, streamlined data flows that power
new capabilities, processes and experiences
Legacy systems and silos of data make it difficult
for healthcare organizations to deliver the smart,
streamlined experiences healthcare consumers and
other stakeholders now demand. Reducing costs,
achieving better care and delivering innovation are
equally challenging when your organization can’t
easily connect the financial, quality and clinical data
that hold insights about where and how to improve.
Now your organization can accelerate its shift to
digital without expensive custom integrations or the
capital expense of ripping and replacing existing
systems. The TranZform Platform, the power behind
the TranZform Portals and Systems of Engagement,
enables your organization to easily create meaning
from the data locked in your systems to jumpstart
efficiencies and innovation.
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Turning Data Silos into Solutions
The cloud-based TranZform Platform provides
integration capabilities across your organization’s
disparate cost, clinical and quality data sources and
creates a real-time, integrated view of information
for your stakeholders. We have pre-integrated the
TranZform Platform with healthcare core systems,
EMRs, labs, pharmacy and member data sources
through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
By removing data silos, the TranZform Platform
creates bi-direction data access that exposes relevant,
actionable information in real-time to providers,
payers and consumers for more informed decision

making. The API-rich TranZform Platform also
enables you to eliminate custom batch integrations,
expensive software upgrades and costly integration
maintenance.
Your organization may deploy the TranZform
Platform to power its existing portals and
applications or when implementing the TranZform
Portals and Systems of Engagement. However you
choose to implement the TranZform Platform, your
organization will:
• Close gaps in care, improve quality scores,

lower total cost of care and gain in shared
savings as the TranZform Platform enables better,
faster decision making across the care continuum.
• Improve service, engagement and outcomes

and develop innovative services for specific
populations and clients based on real-time
insights distilled from data combined from
disparate systems.
• Scale new capabilities to meet demand easily

and cost effectively with the cloud-based
TranZform platform.
• Port personal health information (PHI) across

systems in a secure, simplified and streamlined
way. The TranZform Clinical Data Integration
Engine will connect, integrate and aggregate
clinical data from EMRs and other clinical systems
of record (labs, HIEs, etc.) at the patient level.

• Gain rich, actionable data analytics

integration that includes predictive cost/
use and risk data, gaps in care, and care
management.
• Reduce operating and servicing costs with

better engagement and powerful self-service
tools that streamline and automate processes.
• Enable individuals to make more effective

healthcare choices based on their needs,
coverage and financial status.
• Improve business and financial decisions with

faster access to data related to benefits, costs,
claims, and other business-level services.
• Eliminate custom batch integrations,

expensive software upgrades and integration
maintenance with the API-rich TranZform
Platform.
• Protect and increase the value of existing

applications as the TranZform Platform
seamlessly connects their data to other
applications, portals and technology, including

new solutions and applications developed by
third parties or internal teams.
• Reduce technical administrative burdens

by eliminating the need for multiple custom
integrations and their maintenance with a single
cloud-based platform that we upgrade and
maintain.

The TriZetto TranZform Platform is a data orchestration layer, enabled by the Microsoft Azure cloud, that
delivers superior front-office experiences to stakeholders across the care continuum by automating the
real-time movement of data, insights and services between disparate systems of record and front-office
systems of engagement. With real-time bidirectional data flows, the TranZform Platform improves ROI
in existing systems, streamlines the technology stack, eliminates expensive customization and improves
process efficiencies while reducing costs.

Power your digital transformation with the TranZform Platform
Whether driving more value from existing system investments or powering new engagement tools, the
TranZform Platform lowers your total cost of operations, reduces the complexity of your technology stack,
decreases the need for maintenance activities and future proofs your existing systems. The TranZform
Platform framework and our pre-integrations shorten implementation time, so your organization
experiences these benefits more quickly.
For more information about putting the power of the TranZform Platform and connected data to work in
your organization, visit www.cognizant.com.
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